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Venus ingress Virgo Friday August 5th 11:28 AM
Jupiter quincunx Uranus Saturday August 13th 5:03 AM

Saturn direct Saturday August 13th 5:51 AM
Sun trine Uranus August 16th Tuesday

Full Moon Thursday August 18th 5:28 AM
Sun ingress Virgo Monday August 22nd 12:40 PM

Mars conjunct Saturn Wednesday August 24th
Venus ingress Libra Monday August 29th 10:08 PM

Mercury retrograde in Virgo Tuesday August 30th 9:05 AM
Neptune retrograde in Pisces throughout cycle
Pluto retrograde in Capricorn through out cycle

Next new Moon in Virgo September 1st Thursday 5:04 AM EST



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".

New Moon Alignments
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Overview

Report number 164

New Moon in Leo
Tuesday August 2nd 2015 4:46  PM EST

New Moon Tuesday August 2nd 2016 4:46 PM EST

New Moon Neptune
New Moon Saturn
Asteroids Juno, Vesta, and Pallas Athena form grand trine in water signs
Juno Pallas Athena Vesta
Juno Ceres
Ceres Pallas Athena
Ceres Vesta
Uranus Chiron
Neptune Moon's north node
Neptune Moon's south node

(Leo ) retrograde (Pisces)
(Leo ) retrograde (Sagittarius)

(Scorpio ) retrograde (Pisces) (Cancer)
(Scorpio) (Taurus)
(Taurus) retrograde (Pisces)
(Taurus) (Cancer)

retrograde (Aries) retrograde (Pisces)
retrograde (Pisces) (Virgo)
retrograde (Pisces) (Pisces)

quincunx
trine

trine trine
opposite
sextile
sextile

semi-sextile
opposite
conjunct

O
ne's significance can become an important concern to them. It can be rather typical that
an individual will fabricate a reality for the purpose of experiencing a feeling of
significance. During this Moon cycle it is more about deconstructing these fabrications

as opposed to building new one's. With that being said a reality may be constructed, or
fabricated, for the simple purpose of busting down a previously fabricated now less desirable
one. Fake realities, delusions about reality, pretend experiences, fantasies, these things all have
their value and perhaps are real from a unique specific perspective. However the degree to which
fabrication has been infused into a individual's life may be interfering with their agreed to bigger
plan. One's life journey will not be hy-jacked by gross denial. If this is significant to the
individual, that they believe in a bigger plan which is connected to their spiritual journey, and
that they are over the top with fabrication, there is good news. This current Moon cycle in Leo as
well as the next in Virgo, will be effective in supporting intentions to move beyond faking and
instead move into clarity and align more closely with Absolute Truth.

An opportunity to increase one's awareness exists behind each instance of uncomfortableness,
however the individual must be pro active in accepting this opportunity as opposed to rejecting
it. "I don't like something or something makes me uncomfortable"? What is this complaining all
about?. The difference between the individual who will move forward and the one who remains
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in wallowing self pity is in the status of their awareness regarding the nature of how thought creates.
Those who have a healthy degree of self respect, self love, can more easily remember that thought creates.
And there are some who may have rejected this notion completely. As this is a Leo Moon cycle the favor
is toward self love as a natural order of things, and as such an opening in the prison of denial occurs as this
individual, the self loving individual, is able to embrace this idea and give it a go. Important alignments at
the new Moon support such an evolution in personal awareness. The new Moon trine Saturn in Sagittarius
indicates the self confident individual can take on a laser type focus pertaining to what concerns them.
They can be strong on priorities and cut to the chase with the things that are most important. When Saturn
goes direct on August 13th a shift in this agenda prioritizing can occur, it becomes aggressive and sharper.
There is a bit of a warning here as to be cautious at seeking validation from public opinion. The individual
will do well to allow their excitement and joy at being involved in win win situations to be their motivator.
Public recognition as the by-product of one's acts and expressions springs from one's awareness that their
thoughts create, they are more likely to be free from fake or fabricated fame.

A grand trine of asteroids is present in water signs at the new Moon. Juno in Scorpio trine Vesta in Cancer
trine Pallas Athena in Pisces which is in turn trine Juno in Scorpio. Each of these asteroids in some way
involves sharing of values sharing of resources. And also include asteroid Ceres which is by the way in
Taurus and also makes an alignment to all of the other three. All four asteroids indicate dynamics of
sharing and being mutually supportive though the sensual aspect of being organic creatures. All four
asteroids combine to bust greed and hording. It may, as such, feel extra good to share. It may feel
attractive to share. Being involved in sharing resources can feel nurturing and responsible domestically. It
may feel good to seek and discover a deeper meaning in dreams or to understand a past need to create
specific fantasies and fabrications. Appreciating the sacred connections families have can cause some to
consider others as they take steps toward reduced fake knowing and prioritize what is real and practical.
What was fabricated in the past was done so for a good reason, Pallas Athena in Pisces indicates an
opportunity to follow these desires and reset the emotional need of the individual who has the potential to
now see the bigger picture of this desire. Being appreciated for one's sensual attraction and attractiveness
also leads to sharing and being involved, there is potential for romantic harmony to bloom. The bottom
line here is simply this, the individual who has engaged fabrication or falseness has the opportunity to
grow beyond it, without losing anything but heartache and pain yet gaining glory love and all things
wonderful.

With Saturn, Uranus, and the Sun all now in fire signs we can expect important actions, willful actions, as
well as unexpected actions. Mars recently direct will ingress fire sign Sagittarius as well on August 2nd at
1:50 PM EST. Again actions are indicated, this time actions are in response to what was stalled or delayed
going back to Mars retrograde period April 17 thru June 29th. The Moon now in Leo, again a fire sign,
will prompt actions this time in response to those who are focused on getting the attention of others,
especially socially or publicly. An emotional reaction related to pride or being known by others in some
admirable way can trigger an anxiety which leads to an impulsive reaction. With Uranus in Aries thoughts
which a society or greater community share regarding public rights and freedoms can translate quickly
into action which has a collective significance. Saturn in Sagittarius denotes a serious tone in managing an
agenda by being particular as to how tasks are being prioritized. Action and implementation is given to
some things and not others and this will include policing where conversation tends to go. Less talk and
more action may be called for by bosses or leaders. An individual's sense of their own significance and
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importance begins to gather more focus as indicated by the Sun's Leo ingress back on Friday
July 22nd 5:31 AM. What an individual wants may be qualified to them by how they believe
they are significant. The Sun in Leo can also spark a reminder to the individual that they are
special and significant inspiring them to take the highest road where they are responsible for
what they experience. These people can become leaders in an indirect way, as in leading by
example.

SunSign

I connect with self admiration …

Cancer:

Gemini:

Aries:

Pisces:

Aquarius:

Capricorn:

Sagittarius:

Scorpio:

Libra:

Virgo:

With this Moon cycle beginning in Leo the focus will be on the joy of self expression. The
current report, including the fourteen period cycle below, is scripted from the perspective of
experiencing one's own impulse to interact with life as an expression of one's self admiration.
Self acceptance and self admiration become the directors of one's involvement in life. An
evolution of self awareness occurs as influences and beliefs which support or block one's
inspiration from shinning out into their world become consciously known. Those born under the
Sun sign Leo have a natural propensity to express a powerful self confidence. They naturally
resonate with the freedom to be themselves. Not to exclude others as we all have Leo energy
somewhere in our personal astrology charts, the following is a simplified list intended to indicate
where each Sun sign will enjoy the expressions of self confidence. There are many accents in
each personal astrology chart where an individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent
alternate Sun sign, as in being their Moon sign. In these cases there may be personal alignments
which support a deviation of one's will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify
the nature of how self love is extended out into a shared world when impulses are followed in a
dynamic yet effortless manner. These can also serve as healthy intentions.

when I embrace my local environment and become sensually involved in life.

when I exchange and communicate ideas with others while enjoying spontaneous
interaction.

by trusting my enthusiasm and allowing my inspiration to move into dynamic
expression.

by being responsible and practical, by achieving my goals.

when I am involved with healthy fulfilling partnerships where ideas are
communicated and shared with exciting interest.

by trusting my partnerships and becoming involved in mutually beneficial
agendas.

by accepting the adventures which my impulsive self leads me to.

whenever I allow my commitment to the public through my career.

when I allow myself to enjoy social freedom.

by accepting my calling to be practical prudent and realistic within a universal world
of compassion and shared interaction.

Taurus: when I trust and examine my feelings and allow these feelings to lead me to
practical clarity and insight.

© copyright William Oulton 2016
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Birthdays

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

***
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September 3rd & 4th

September 16th & 17th

October 17th & 18th

December 2nd & 3rd

January 5th & 6th

March 1st & 2nd

March 14th & 15th

April 14th

May 31st & June 1st

July 7th & 9th

Fourteen Period Format
The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.
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To get a more complete or expanded feeling of this Moon cycle consider reading through the
fourteen descriptions which follow. Many themes are included here and although relevant to the
particular Moon phase and period are also relevant to the entire Moon cycle.
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01 Tuesday August 2nd 7:02 AM EST - new Moon in Leo

02 Thursday August 4th - Moon enters Virgo 3:35 AM

03 Saturday August 6th - Moon enters Libra 12:58 PM

The feeling that one needs to prove themselves may be stronger than usual. The sense the one is
already special and is in control of their fate can also be an active self absorption. Ideally the
individual will enjoy their power to create and will take advantage of the clarity and focus
indicated by the new Moon's trine with Saturn. The heads up here is not to get swallowed in the
delusions of external validation as the need to accomplishment to build one's public reputation
can be a possible draw to those who are not fully aware of how their thoughts create. For those
who will move forward positively with their career an ability to show superior objectivity and to
be focused in an analytical way can be the reason or avenue to increased professional success.
Wellness and healing can also be a player and in this particular Moon cycle this may well include
the ability to advance one's awareness regarding their need to be accepting of themselves. This
could mean letting go of some belief which involves needing to be someone who they believe
others will admire. The true Leo energy is already there in terms of self acceptance and as such is
acting as if this already is a given. For this type of energy the individual will more likely be
involved in accepting all the others who have also achieved this self admiration and setting
themselves harmoniously in a world where they are in some way equaled. This occurs when the
individual understands the nature of relationship and partnership from the perspective of how
they are mirrored by others. For example if there are lots of people being drawn to you who feel
authentically good about who they are then you must be this as well.

A sudden rise in criticalness can occur as an individual's need to experience greater foundational
security can dominate their attention. The manner of measuring or valuing security will most
likely be tied into a sense of what is an admirable quality. Whatever has qualified one's sense of
self esteem or superior self image it can now feel as if it needs to be realistically supported. A
rise in criticalness may also be related to health, or to getting down to the exact details in a plan,
or may include a need to do a detailed survey as in who own's what, whatever the case there is an
increase in being analytical and critical. Since both Jupiter and the Moon's north node have been
transiting Virgo for at least a year now this current bout of analytical criticalness may be a
continuation of what has been occurring for sometime. In terms of the current Leo Moon cycle a
charged up critical drive can be related to the substantiation of some fantasy or delusional
version of reality. The standard Leo formula of creating a fantasy so that one may be great or
notable in some way can be motivation for big analytics. Leo energy can be very empowered by
fantasy and it, in many cases, takes a dose of Virgo to keep things cleaned up and real. Ideally
this is a good time to bust away from delusion and fantasy that has been overly consuming one
and to be critical in selecting what is most important for one's security and health.

To know where to park or to know how to move your ideas into community an interaction with
others is generally required. For best results at having one's agenda moved forward is to intend
cooperation and to thus avoid unnecessary confrontation over what are trivial matters. If some
little thing is getting blown way out of proportion the individual is likely needing to look at what

Venus ingress Virgo Friday August 5th 11:28 AM
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has been evaded and avoided at the ego level. The Moon transiting Libra will assist the
individual in revealing the perhaps hidden intent in others as well as themselves. Ideally the
individual will be astute in recognizing the echo or mirror process and have revealed to them
parallel agendas. This is a good time to review who is mirroring oneself. This is best
accomplished by following feelings as opposed to logic, the valuable mirroring experience will
have an emotional significance. With Uranus in opposite sign Aries a social revolution is
underway where the individual looks at who they are relative to their social role or position. A
breaking free may be required, this independent freedom impulse can pool together and suddenly
we see dramatic social events, unexpected social dynamics. To understand how to connect with
and move one's self assumed identity into the public realm a need to identity and be realistic
about one's own social relationships is helpful. Valuable connections are created when an
individual with a self inspired agenda recognizes the same in others. Making things win win can
be a real forward step in manifesting one's desired outcome. This also has the benefit of
discovering one's best qualities as these qualities are shared with others.

Integrity in tact the ability to see and feel the superior quality of sharing brings into play a
sensual aspect which is grand and exciting. There is a special alignment this Moon cycle which
can indicate an effective attainment or healing of partnerships which involve intimate sharing. It
Can be deeply emotional. It can also be a spiritual awareness which evolves as the feeling aspect
of oneself moves into impeccable honesty and integrity. As well some may be feeling overly
sensitive about who they believe is in control of their lives, especially their security as in their
home or money or provisions. An innocent fixation on day dreams may have a deeper meaning.
The opportunity to see the realism behind such escapes exists assuming the individual intends to
see the emotional parallel between their fantasies and their apparent real events. Some may
reveal something in confidence yet the real meaning may be to acquire romantic interest, or vie
for attention. Romantic or intimate secrets may be shared in hopes of gaining attention. A
parental figure may school or scold a dependant on the importance of being private and discrete.
Some may align with a magical formula of manifesting an ideal partnership, especially
romantically.

Someone who has been expertly and bossy may be replaced. There's a new kid on the block. This
replacement may be temporary yet it occurs because of a natural order or dynamic shuffle as
opposed to an aggressive takeover. There may be a plan involved however the displacement of
some specific authority is more accidental than purposeful. That being said there may also be, on
the other hand, an aggressive takeover where a single individual challenges an embattled
authority person. In this case it is likely related to social rights and community restriction which
are believed to have gone too far. Either way what we are experiencing here is the need to be
specific in what is deemed worthy of real follow up action and what is rambling disconnected
ideas. So the heads up is if you want to challenge the boss you are best to have some action
agenda planned as opposed to merely tossing words around. There are some people in an
authoritarian position who have been taxed with delays and higher up changes yet these
distractions will soon end and the old boss will be back to their former glory very soon. Also
there has been some delusional ideas busted concerning power structure and the old school

04 Tuesday August 9th - Moon enters Scorpio 12:53 AM

05 Thursday August 11th - Moon enters Sagittarius 1:25 PM
Jupiter quincunx Uranus Saturday August 13th 5:03 AM
Saturn direct Saturday August 13th 5:51 AM
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experts have been derailed, some of this sort of adjustment continues on now. Look at August
13th as the day when the presence of the authority agenda shifts.

People who have historically played the role of the expert person, or the important one, have
been having a real time of it for the past few years. Actually it's been going on for quite awhile
and only seems to be getting increasingly more sever. The once considered systems and
structures which had been erected around their routines are being dismantled, ouch. It's as if their
responsibilities are becoming too complex, too complicated. Typically some fantasy made real
empowers these individuals. Many live in fantasies a lot of the time as opposed to real realities,
real realities being qualified by connection to the Earth and symbiotic organic integrity. Those
who have been trapped in a deleted fantasy are typically those who's self importance was not so
real yet they were blinded by their own light. Ideally the individual will save their own personal
"movie" if you will by allowing and trusting their sensitivity. Using one's vulnerability to see
through their own inappropriate rigidity. A good example is to focus on home family and
domestic things. Something which will trigger sensitivity. Some mother issues may need to be
looked at. Ideally the individual will recognize that the systems which run or allow society to run
and function are undergoing massive change, this change occurring locally in one's community
as well as globally. The infrastructure which allows practical harmony on the planet to function
is being reset. The way, for example, to be successful in an endeavor or business is likely no
longer supported by the current system infrastructure. Ideally the individual will realize this and
look for new means, new ways.

One may be inclined to let their partner know how free they are, an implication here and there
demonstrating one's sense of sovereignty. Feeling free to do as one pleases may be assumed to be
a Universal truth, a Universal right, and perhaps this is so yet freedom must include all of one's
creations, in other words there is absolutely no space for blame. The kind of freedom an
individual believes they are entitled too may be absent of this awesome inclusion and as such a
lesser or manufactured type of freedom may be at the root of their behavior. Acting as if all is
allowed may simple be an unconscious ploy to confirm or substantiate a relationship or
partnership. This can manifest as one making a point of being unique at the expense of some
point or opinion, or more negatively being disrespectful as a way of implying that they are better.
Ideally however one will recognize that there is indeed a higher order of freedom where one is
impeccable responsible for their situation and blames no other. Here blame is simply
dysfunctional. The Moon's transit through Aquarius can trigger a sense of invention, as in
innovation, perhaps via mechanical invention, discovering some new ingenious way of doing
something, a far out idea challenged to be considered in a more day to day or regular way. A
feeling that one is trapped in a social elitism or feeling threatened by an assumed inclusion, or
exclusion, within a social group can also be felt. Again ideally the individual will break free from
local paradigm beliefs and see beyond localized laws and truth created by humanity to serve an
artificial freedom and instead discover an absolute freedom where they are the epitome of self
love.

06 Sunday August 14th - Moon enters Capricorn 12:13 AM

07 Tuesday August 16th - Moon enters Aquarius 7:53 AM
Sun trine Uranus August 16th Tuesday
Full Moon Thursday August 18th 5:28 AM
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08 Tuesday August 18th - Moon enters Pisces 12:53 PM

09 Saturday August 20th - Moon enters Aries 3:20 PM

Choosing or aligning to a specific belief brings to the individual a sense of value, a value which
is characterized by their assumed or acquired identity. Social and relationship character or
identity is substantiated by alignment to a particular paradigm or belief. Beliefs as versions of
reality can sometimes meet. When they do they will either harmonize or collide like two solid
objects attempting to occupy the same pace. Emotional reactions experienced as the Moon
transits Pisces are most likely related to the quality of this meeting. With Pallas Athena, Chiron,
and Neptune, all transiting Pisces there is strong indication that harmony will be the outcome. It
may take some time some searching and confiding in some cases yet the ability to feel expanded
perspectives on different beliefs and their correlating issues is supported. For the individual they
must in many cases dance with this awareness evolution in that their personal character or social
or relationship identity must also evolve. For over a year now the Moon's south node has also
been transiting Pisces indicating a time where stuck or delusional realities and fantasies would be
round up and all tossed into the same pool. Feeling one's reality and identity and beliefs being
washed away and mixed in with what seems to them to be foreign beliefs and realities can be
very challenging and difficult yet the bigger picture is good. The emotional challenges of
accepting and letting go of specific beiefs may be simpler than thought as this accepting and
letting go is the by-product of embracing one's creative power and being responsible for what
one has given energy to in the past. All be it the ability to seek out and see this bigger picture
may require great trust and faith and inspiration. The commitment to go for it is a signal of an
evolving individual.

Once one has aligned with their confident self, their Leo self, this confidence extends to their
actions and most importantly to their impulses. They become sure in their actions and begin to do
things instead of thinking and talking about them. This is encouraged by an attraction to having
fun and enjoying themselves. The activities they are able to prioritize and partake in inturn
remind them of, or trigger in them, a recognition of their bold warrior self. Aries like Leo is a fire
sign and acts very independently. Aries independence is related to the speed at which things
occur as opposed to planning and thinking things through. Whenever the Moon transits Aries an
individual's impulsive self is exaggerated. Those who have attained clear congruency and
integrity will follow nicely and harmoniously with bold courageous acts, yet those who are in
turmoil fear and doubt may experience opposition and challenge. Uranus has been transiting
Aries since 2011 indicating world wide social unrest. It is the individual global individual who is
affected by Uranus in Aries and yet the feeling of freedom and the impulses which go along with
Aries type freedom can pool together among the masses. Several individuals can suddenly be
involved in the same sort of social rebellion. Mars, Aries ruling planet, is somewhat at home in
Sagittarius as this is again a fire sign. With Saturn also in Sagittarius a teaming up or challenging
of who is in charge of one's public role can play out. The impulsive self, for example, will go
after freedom by challenging an authority figure, a rule maker, in their work place or their
community. Ideally Mars in Aries will prompt some to take action which they may have been
delaying. If the individual has been able to find harmony and see the bigger picture the action
they take now will likely lead to a win win situation.

Sun ingress Virgo Monday August 22nd 12:40 PM
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10 Monday August 22nd - Moon enters Taurus 5:20 PM

11 Wednesday August 24th - Moon enters Gemini 7:41 PM

A solid foundation in the public eye, like a good job or career, can cause the individual to trust
their sense of self, their identity. Also the reverse can happen, a loss of job for example can cause
an individual to question their sense of self. Emotional reactions while the Moon transits Taurus
can indicate the quality of one's public foundation and the relationship between this and their
assumed identity, how they believe others know them. Security and comfort are under the
microscope whenever the Moon transits Taurus. With Venus in Leo at the new Moon it's enticing
to see one's self as admirable. Now with Venus in Virgo it's engaging to sort out details of one's
admiration, all this to entertain and grow one's public image. Those who are particularly
concerned about their self image and perhaps their appearance will want to appear steady and
well grounded. The reverse works as well, being well grounded and steady in public interactions
will support the image that one is admirable. With Venus transiting Virgo the steadiness will have
to do with effective health type plans and agenda, like being critical with one's diet, making sure
one drinks healthy water and gets a proper physical workout. These things can trigger a superior
and admirable character from a public perspective. The Mars Saturn conjunction in Sagittarius
can indicate some individuals really going for it in the authority field. Those who like to give the
orders can feel empowered and bold. Ideally these individuals will be acting out of the best
interest of others as opposed to solely their own. Mercury conjuncts Jupiter in Virgo indicating a
host of new ideas are considered as one asserts rules.

Talk which is not directly related to action can be viewed disfavorably. This may cause some
distain when ideas are shared. On the other hand talk which is directly related to actions is
embraced and valued. The Leo quality of natural self admiration appears as one feels
comfortable speaking and engaging others socially. For Leo energy it is much more fun to take
action as opposed to simply talk about it. However having fun may have for some become
serious business. Some may be taking the fun out of natural expression, coming up with all kinds
of rules. Some assumed authority figures, the rules people, have been behaving differently. Some
may have gone past their breaking point and are now less agreeable than in the past. This would
not be because they didn't like or value rules, it's more like they realize the folly in their thinking
and are now seeking new rules. Their challenge is to completely let go of what they no longer
believe in. Emotional reaction around what is casual in a public way can likely be tracked back
to one's belief and concern over public image. A sense they need to appear competent, or to be
seen as a major achiever, or have some noble act or accomplishment associated with them,
motivates and structures what they say and what they will listen to publicly. Ideally the
individual will get the difference between what is clear agenda directed communications verses
what is casual public banter. Some people's logic may not yet have been verified and so they at
this point are riding on the idea alone. The need to address the validity of their logic requires
some form of verifiable acts and events.

Mars conjunct Saturn Wednesday August 24th

Mars conjunct Saturn Wednesday August 24th
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12 Thursday August 26th - Moon enters Cancer 11:07 PM

13 Monday August 29th - Moon enters Leo 4:13 AM

Some may become overly sensitive and picky as the Moon transits Cancer while Venus Jupiter
and Mercury align in Virgo. An intention to embrace one's own sensitivity and vulnerability can
be rewarding beyond comprehension. Consider the individual who is able to not be involved in
the affairs of others yet is impeccable at accepting what is specifically their own responsibility.
This type of intention or agenda makes perfect sense when the individual is aware thought
creates. Our emotions, sensitivity and vulnerability included, give us the process, where as our
thoughts and ideas give us specific substantiation or extension of our emotional process. Our
ability to know events as examples of a process will evolve our common sense to the extent that
we will see how others are creating for themselves opportunities to evolve their awareness. We
are wise to recognize the greatness in others and as such we are able to explore their process
through the events they create. When the Moon transits Cancer sensitivity and vulnerability can
rise, typically this is so. Our challenge, if we can put it that way, is to recognize the events as
examples and move our attention to the process. An unexpected meeting with an old friend is an
event, what it causes us to feel is our process. We engage and talk with our friends via our mind,
we review our process by noticing how we feel.

The analytical craze continues while individuals seek to experience significance. One's apparent
intelligence may be qualifying their self esteem and yet such qualification may need to be
checked and validated by some external event or dynamic. As we near the end of this Leo Moon
cycle a period of reflection can begin. The need to accomplish something in view of others or in
the qualification of others is perhaps the biggest Leo nemesis. Natural Leo energy has no interest
in such qualification it is great, period. Leo energy is a transformative energy where new things
are manifested into the world via Leo dynamics. It's much like the erase head on a tape deck,
remember those, where the old information is written over by new stuff. Leo brings in the new
stuff at the expense of deleting old. For the individual their significance as it is pursued in a
shared world will likely be at the expense of something else. Ideally the individual will simply
follow their inspiration, their joy, and things will roll out as they must. Such intention will have
an integrity which makes provision for what the shared world is ripe for, it is not some planned
takeover as it as a natural time for change. The emotional experience may have been higher than
typical for some this Moon cycle and this is most likely connected with feelings concerning
sharing values, or health. Values can be material things, property, or it can be comfort and
security. A good way to experience integrity when it comes to shared values is by following one's
inspiration and to seek and expect win win situations. The rise in analytical attraction can also be
put to effective use by looking for precision in practicality as in making sure the Earth and her
well being, as well one's own, are considered in one's intentions.

Venus ingress Libra Monday August 29th 10:08 PM
Mercury retrograde in Virgo Tuesday August 30th 9:05 AM
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Soulstar Astrology Appointments:

Soulstar Astrology Appointments

Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.

14 Wednesday August 31st - Moon enters Virgo 11:23 AM
The coming new Moon in Virgo can be an important Moon cycle to move toward effective
healing as well as to experience the need to be critical and discerning as a way to keep oneself
from being distracted from this major priority. Careers and professions who build real wellness
programs or support the integrity of humanities connection with the Earth will bring in strong
leadership and make effective important examples of integrity which can be sustained long past
this Moon cycle. However this will most likely be at the expense of poor or fake medicine and
health practices. The fall of those who have little integrity who are involved in the health
industry could occur their authority smashed. This powerful clarity busting down redundant or
fake rule can be in other fields or professions as well yet it is strong in he wellness field. Much of
this busting down stuff will come right down to the individual as they must let go of fake pretend
realities. The first step in letting go and becoming free from the entrapment in fake realities is to
first know you are in them, this admission alone can be extremely effective.

***
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01 I make time to feel and align with ideal health.

02 I feel good about who I am.

03 The people who inspire me lead by example.

04 I am able to clearly focus on the best tasks for my specific agenda.

05 I am my own authority.

06 I take responsibility for what I attract.

07 I accept obstructions to my agenda as hidden opportunities.

08 Self love is my natural inclination.

09 My family dynamics have sacred meaning.

10 I know the value of make believe yet also know the limitation in terms of practicality.

11 I am appreciated for my natural sensual way of being.

12 I am willing to prioritize my efforts in order to assist family members who are in obvious
need.

13 I am able to separate my practical needs from my self entertaining fantasies.

14 The words I use imply a specific focus and connect me with actions I am taking or
planning.

15 My ideas are big because they are congruent and connected.

16 There are no boundaries for human kindness and compassion.

17 I love others from a distance when this is appropriate.

18 I send people ideas and solutions.

19 I love that I have the stuff it takes to create what I want.

20 I love to share.

21 I live in a world where sharing is common.


